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A commutative unitary ring T is said to be a J-algebra over its subring R (or a J-extension of
R) if T is not finitely generated over R, but each proper intermediate ring is finitely generated
over R. In this paper we seek to determine the structure of a given J-algebra TIR and to
determine the class of rings that admit a J-extension. If TIR is a J-algebra, we show that Tis
algebraic over R, that dim T os; dim R, and that TIR is an integral extension if R satisfies d.c.c.
on prime ideals. If R is Noetherian, then R admits a J-extension if and only if either dim R > 0,
or else dim R = °and RIM admits a J-extension for some maximal ideal M of R. The problem
of determining all J-extensions of a given field is resolved in Section 3 of this paper.
Introduction
Let R be a commutative unitary ring and let T be a unitary extension ring of R.
We say that T is a J-algebra ,over R (for Jonsson wo-generated algebra) if T is not
finitely generated over R, but each proper intermediate ring is finitely generated
as an extension ring of R. We also say that T is a J-extension of R if these
conditions are ~atisfied, and we frequently write' T/R is a J-algebra' or 'T/R is a
J-extension'. The J-algebra concept is an extension, to generating sets, of the
notion of a Jonsson algebra from universal algebra, the definition being that an
algebra A is a Jonsson algebra if A is infinite and IBI < IAI for each proper
subalgebra B of A [3, p. 469]. In this paper we seek to determine the structure of
a given J-extension T /R and to determine the class of rings that admit a
J-extension. We begin by noting four examples of J-extensions; these are labelled
as (El)-(E4) for subsequent reference.
(El) If V is a valuation domain with prime ideal structure M> PI > Pz > .. "
where n:=1 Pn =(0), then the quotient field K of V is a J-extension of V.
(E2) If V is a one-dimensional local domain such that the integral closure V'
of V is not a finite D-module, then V'/D is an Artinian D-module, and hence
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there exist intermediate rings E that are minimal with respect to failure to be
finitely generated over D. Any such ring E is a J-algebra over D. For additional
details on this example, see Section 4.
(E3) A module M over a ring R is said to be a Jonsson wo-generated module if
M is not finitely generated as an R-module, but each proper submodule of M is
finitely generated. (It follows that M is countably generated.) If the ring R is such
that it admits a Jonsson wo-generated module E, then the idealization R(+)E of
Rand E is a J-algebra over R. For a specific example of this type, let G = Z(pOO)
be the p-quasicyclic group. Then Z(+)G is a J-algebra over Z. This example
shows that a J-algebra over a Noetherian domain need not be Noetherian.
(E4) If L an extension field of the field K such that [L : K] is infinite and the
set of intermediate fields is linearly ordered under inclusion, then LI K is a
J-extension. Specifically, we could take K = qF(p) and L = U:=l GF(pq"),
where q is prime, or K = Q and L = U:=I Q('Vm), where mE Z+ is not a qth
power in Z. For a field E, the problem of determining all extension fields F of E
such that FIE is a J-extension is considered in detail in [15], and the current paper
can be considered as an extension of [15].
The four examples above indicate the wide range of J-algebras that arise in
different contexts in commutative algebra. At first glance they might suggest that
little can be said about the structure of a J-extension R ~ T. On the contrary, the
hypothesis that TIR is a J-extension is a strong condition; it implies, for example,
that if S is a proper intermediate ring, then S is strongly affine over R, in the sense
that each subring of S containing R is finitely generated over R. A theory of
strongly affine extensions has been developed in [21] and [14].
In Section 1 we show that if TIR is a J-extension, then T is algebraic over R;
moreover, if T is an integral domain and R is not Noetherian, then T is an
averring of R. Section 2 deals with the case where R is Noetherian. We show
(Theorem 2.4) that a J-extension T of R is integral over R in this case, and if Tis
an integral domain, T is also Noetherian (Corollary 2.2). In Proposition 2.10 we
show that each non-Noetherian J-algebra over a Noetherian ring is obtained
essentially as in (E3).
J-extensions of a field F are examined in Section 3. If T is such an extension
ring of F, then Theorem 3.1 shows that T is either a field, or else T = L EEl F,
where L is an extension field of F that is a J-extension of F. Hence, the condition
(1) that F admits a J-extension is equivalent to the condition (2) that there exists
afield L that is a J-extension of F. We showed in [15, Theorem 3.9] that (2) fails
if and only if F is either real closed or algebraically closed.
Section 4 is concerned with the problem of determining the class 'f5 of rings R
that admit a J-extension. Sufficient conditions for R to be in cg are that either R
admits a Jonsson wo·generated module (E3), or else RIM admits a J-extension for
some maximal ideal M of R (Theorem 3.2). If R is Noetherian, these conditions
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are also necessary, for if dim R > 0, then R admits a Jonsson wo-generated
module [13, Theorem 2.7]' and if dim R = 0, then Theorem 4.4 shows that R
admits a I-extension if and only if R/M admits a I-extension for some maximal
ideal M of R.
Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K. In Section 5 we consider the
situation where K/D is a I-extension. This condition implies that the integral
closure of D is a Bezout domain with only finitely many maximal ideals.
Conversely, in Theorem 5.3 we determine equivalent conditions for K to be a
I-algebra over D in the case where D is a semi-quasi-Iocal Bezout domain.
In Section 6 we extend Theorem 2.4 from the Noetherian case to the case of a
ring satisfying d.c.c. on prime ideals. To wit, Corollary 6.8 shows that a
J-extension of a ring satisfying d.c.c. on primes is an integral extension.
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative and unitary.
If R is a subring of T, we assume that Rand T have the same identity element; by
a T-overring of R, we mean a subring of T containing R, and a proper intermediate
ring of ReT is a T-overring of R distinct from T itself. The term overring of R is
used to mean a T-overring of R, where T is the total quotient ring of R.
1. Preliminaries
We include in this section some basic results concerning J-algebras that will be
used extensively in the rest of this paper. If Tis a I-algebra over R, then, as noted
in the introduction, S/R is strongly affine for each proper intermediate ring S.
Several results of this section follow from this fact, using results of [14]. Note that
if elements t1> t2 , ••• of T are chosen so that t1 fiR and tHI fi R[t1 , ••• , tJ for
each i, then T is the union of the ascending sequence {R[tl"'" tt]}~=1 of
intermediate rings, each of which is strongly affine over R. Proposition 1.1 is a
form of the converse. The proof of this result, an analogue of [13, Proposition
2.5], is straightforward, and will therefore be omitted.
Proposition 1.1. Let T be an extension ring of the ring R such that T is expressible
as the union of a strictly ascending sequence {Tt } ofstrongly affine extension rings
of R. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) T is a I-algebra over R;
(2) Each proper intermediate ring is contained in some Tt ;
(3) If Xi E T\TJor each i, then T= R[{x;}~]. 0
Corollary 1.2. Assume that T can be expressed as the union of a strictly ascending
sequence {T;} ~= 1 of subrings satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Each T i is strongly affine over R;
(ii) The set of T;-overrings of R is chained for each i.
Then T is a J-algebra over R. 0
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We remark that if TfR is a J-extension, then there need not exist a sequence
{T i } of intermediate rings satisfying Corollary 1.2(ii), even in the case where T
and R are fields [15, Example 2.18]. The next result indicates behavior of the
J-algebra concept under homomorphisms and under quotient ring formation.
Proposition 1.3. Assume that T is a J-algebra over R.
(1) If S is an intermediate ring such that T is affine over S, then T= S.
(2) If <f> is a homomorphism defined on T, then either <f>(T) is a J-algebra over
¢(R), or else ¢(T) = ¢(R).
(3) If N is a multiplicative system in R, then either TNfRN is a J-extension, or
else TN is strongly affine over RN.
Proof. Statement (1) is immediate, and the proof of (3) is similar to that of (2).
To prove (2), note that if {Sa} is the set of intermediate rings of (R) ~ T, then
{<f>(Sa)} is the set of intermediate rings of <f>(R) ~ <f>(T); thus, each proper
intermediate ring is affine over ¢(R), and ¢(T) is a J-algebra over <p(R) if
<f>(T)I<f>(R) is not finitely generated. In the contrary case, let <p(T) =
¢(R)[<f>(t1), •• • , <f>(tk)]. Then T= S[t1 ,· .• ,tk], where S = R + ker <f>, and (1)
implies that T = S. Therefore <f>(T) = ¢(S) = <f>(R). 0
Corollary 1.4. If TIRis a J-extension and ifA is an ideal of T, then either TIA is a
J-algebra over R/(A n R), or else T= R + A and TIA = RI(A nOR). 0
The exceptional cases described in Proposition 1.3(2), (3) may easily occur. For
example, if R = 7L and if T =Z(+)G is the idealization of 7L and the p-quasicyciic
group G =7L(p"') as in (E3), then TIR is a I-extension, G is an ideal of T, and
TIG = RI(G n R); also, if N = {pi}7, then TN = R N.
Unlike the situation in Proposition 1.3(2), however, TN may be affine over RN
in Proposition 1.3(3) without this forcing the equality TN = RN. For example,
using the notation of Example 2.22, if we take N to be the set of nonzero
elements of V, then WN and VN are, respectively, the quotient fields of Wand V
and [WN : VN] =2.
Assume that T/R is strongly affine. [14, Section 2] shows that, in several cases,
this hypothesis implies that R is Noetherian. Proposition 1.5 is an immediate
consequence of two of these results, i.e. [14, Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 2.6].
Proposition 1.5. Assume that TIR is a J-extension.
(1) tr. deg.RT s 1, and if equality holds, then R is a finite direct sum of fields.
(2) If R is an integral domain and if there exists t E T that is not the root of a
linear polynomial over R, then R is Noetherian. 0
Corollary 1.6. If T is an integral domain that is a I-algebra over R, where R is not
Noetherian, then T is an overring of R. 0
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Corollary 2.5(1) shows that T is algebraic over R if TIR is a J-extension.
Hence, in the statement of Proposition 1.5(1), strict inequality holds.
Proposition 1.7. Assume that T is an integral domain that is a J-algebra over R,
and denote by K and F, respectively, the quotient fields of T and R. If R ~ F, then
[K: F] is finite.
Proof. If R ~ F, then Proposition 1.5(1) implies that KIF is algebraic. Choose a
subset W = {l} U {ti LEI of T such that R[W] has quotient field K and W is a free
R-module basis for R[W]; this is possible by [11, Proposition 1.1]. We note that W
is also a vector space basis for Kover F. Let r be a nonzero nonunit of R. Then
R + rT = R + ~; Rrt; is a proper intermediate ring, and hence is finitely generated
over R. Thus K, the quotient field of R + rT, is finite-dimensional over F. 0
2. .I-algebras over a Noetherian ring
Assume that T is a J-algebra over R. In this section we seek structure relations
between Rand T in the case where R is Noetherian. We show in Theorem 2.4
that T is integral over R if R is Noetherian; moreover, T is Noetherian if T is an
integral domain (Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3). Without the Noetherian
hypothesis on R, (E1) of the introduction shows that TIR need not be integral,
and (E3) shows that a J-algebra over a Noetherian ring need not be Noetherian.
Proposition 2.10 shows that all non-Noetherian J-algebras over a Noetherian ring
are obtained as in (E3).
Theorem 2.1. Assume that T is a J -algebra over the Noetherian ring R. If I is a
regular ideal of T, then T= R + I and Til =RI(I n R). Moreover, 1= (/(I R)T if
(1 n R) T is a regular ideal of T.
Proof. Suppose that R + I < T. Then R + I is a finitely generated R-algebra and
is a Noetherian ring. If x is a regular element of T contained in 1, then xT is an
ideal of R + l, hence a finitely generated (R + I)-module, so T is also a finitely
generated (R + I)-module. It follows that T is a finitely generated extension of R,
a contradiction. We conclude that T = R + I as asserted, and the isomorphism
TII = RI(l n R) follows at once from this equality. If (I n R)T is regular in T,
then T = R + (I n R) T, and hence I = I n T = I n [R + (1 n R) T] =(I n R) T +
(1 n R) = (I n R) T. This completes the proof. 0
Corollary 2.2. Assume that T is an integral domain that is a J-algebra over a
Noetherian domain R that is not a field. Then each ideal of T is extended from R
and T is Noetherian.
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Proof. Let I be a nonzero ideal of T. Proposition 1.7 implies that T is algebraic
over R; hence In R ¥ (0), and Proposition 2.1 shows that I = (I n R) T is
extended from R. If II ~ 12 ~ ••• is an ascending chain of ideals of T, then there
exists k such that IknR=Ik+lnR="', and hence Ik=(IkrlR)T=Ik+l=
(Ik+1 n R)T:=:' . '. We conclude that T is Noetherian. D
We remark that in the statement of Theorem 2.1, the ideal (I n R) T need not
be regular in T. For an example of this type, see the paragraph following
Corollary 3.3.
Another remark in relation to Corollary 2.2 is that if T is a Noetherian domain
that is a J-algebra over its subring R, then R need not be Noetherian. To see this,
let F and K be fields such that K /F is a J-algebra. Let T be a rank-one discrete
valuation domain K + M, where M is the maximal ideal of T, and let R = F + M.
Since M is a common ideal of Rand T and since K/F is a J-extension, it follows
that T/R is also a J-extension. The domain T is Noetherian, but since [K: F] is
infinite, R is not Noetherian [2, p. 80].
A pair (R, T) of rings with R a subring of T is called a Noetherian pair if each
intermediate ring is Noetherian. Noetherian pairs (R, T), where Rand Tare
domains, were investigated by Wadsworth in [24]. To describe Noetherian pairs
(R, T) of domains in the case where dim R > 1, Wadsworth introduced some
terminology and notation that we proceed to repeat here. Thus, a maximal ideal
M of R is said to be a low maximal if M has height 1, and M is a high maximal if
M has height greater than 1. The overring n {R M IM is a high maximal of R} is
denoted by R. Note that if R has no low maximals, then R = R, and if dim R = 1,
then Ris the quotient field of R. If (R, T) is a Noetherian pair of domains, where
dim R;::: 1, Wadsworth shows
(1) if S is the integral closure of R in T, then T ~ S, and
(2) if T I is any averring of R such that the integral closure SI of R in T j is
finitely generated over Rand TI ~ Sjl then (R, TI ) is a Noetherian pair.
These results, together with results of [14], are used in the proof of Theorem 2.3.
We note that if T is a J-algebra over the Noetherian ring R, then each proper
intermediate ring is Noetherian, and hence (R, T) is a Noetherian pair if and only
if T is Noetherian. In particular, Corollary 2.2 shows that (R, T) is a Noetherian
pair if T is an integral domain and R is not a field.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that the integral domain T is a J-algebra over the Noeth-
erian domain R. Then T is an integral extension of R.
Proof. Denote by F and K the quotient fields of Rand T, respectively. We
consider first the case where R ¥ F. Proposition 1.7 shows that [K:F] is finite in
this case. Thus, if S is the integral closure of R in T, then T is an overring of S.
We note that T ~ S; if dim R > 1, this follows from [24, Theorem 10], and if
dim R = 1, it follows from the fact that S= K. We wish to show that S = T.
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Suppose, to the contrary, that S < T. Then T is a J-algebra over the Noetherian
domain S, and [14, Proposition 3.4] shows that there exists a unique set
W= {M"L,eA of low maximal ideals of S such that T= S"IJ.' where OU is the
multiplicative set of ideals generated by W. For a low maximal M of S, we note
that MEW if and only if MT::= T; equivalently, MEW if and only if SM ;1 T. We
consider two cases.
Case 1. W is finite. In this case, [14, Corollary 3.5] shows that T is strongly
affine over S, a contradiction.
Case 2. W is infinite. Fix an element Mf3 of W. Again applying [14, Proposition
3.4], we conclude that (T n SM ) < T and that there exist no domains properly
f3
between Tn SM and T. Therefore (T n SM )IS and TI(T n SM ) are affine,
f3 f3 f3
implying that TIS is also affine, a contradiction.
Thus T = S is integral over R if R ¥- F.
Suppose now that R = F is a field. We wish to show that KIF is algebraic. If
not, choose t E T transcendental over F. The case of Theorem 2.3 considered
above shows that T is integral over F[ t], and Proposition 1.7 shows that
[K: F(t)] < 00. Therefore Tis a finitely generated F[t]-module [27, p. 267], again a
contradiction. We conclude that T is integral over R in this case as well, and this
completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 0
We note that Theorem 2.3 shows that in Corollary 2.2, the hypothesis that R is
not a field can be omitted. The problem of determining all J-algebras over a field,
which arises tangentially in the proof of Theorem 2.3, is resolved in Section 3.
Theorem 2.4. If T is a .I-algebra over the Noetherian ring R, then T is integral over
R.
Proof. It suffices to prove that TIP is integral over RI(P n R) for each prime
ideal P of T [12, p. 227]. For a given P, this follows from Theorem 2.3 if TIP is a
J-algebra over RI(P n R), and in the contrary case, Corollary 1.4 shows that
TIP = RI(P n R). In either case, TIP is integral over RI(P n R). 0
Corollary 2.5. Assume that TIR is a J-extension.
(1) T is algebraic over R.
(2) If R is Noetherian, then TIP is Noetherian for each prime ideal P of T.
Proof. Apply Proposition 1.5, Theorem 2.4, and Corollary 1.4. 0
Proposition 6.1 of this paper shows that if TIR is a J-extension and if P is a
prime ideal of R that is contracted from T, then the set of primes of T that
contract to P in R is finite, and there are no inclusion relations among distinct
members of this set. We use this result to generalize Corollary 2.5(2).
Proposition 2.6. If T is a I-algebra over the Noetherian ring R, theil T has only
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finitely many minimal prime ideals. Hence, if N is the nilradical of T, then TIN is
Noetherian.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that R has k minimal primes and that T has
infinitely many minimal primes. Let H be the set of primes of T that lie over
minimal primes of R. Proposition 6.1 shows that H is finite, and since each
minimal prime of R is contracted from a minimal prime of T, it follows that H
contains at least k minimal primes of T. Let P be a minimal prime of T not in the
set H, let G = H U {P}, and let I be the intersection of the members of G. Note
that In R is the nilradical of R, and hence RI(I n R) has k minimal prime ideals.
On the other hand, TII has at least k + 1 minimal primes, so Til oF RI(1 n R),
and Corollary 1.4 shows that T> S = R + I. Hence S is Noetherian. Let Q be a
minimal prime of T such that Q %G. We show that Q n S is minimal in S. It
suffices to show that Q n S does not split between Sand T, for since TIS is
integral (Theorem 2.4), the 'going up' theorem shows that if Q n S is not minimal
in S, then Q n S splits between Sand T. Thus, assume that Q' is a prime of T
distinct from Q. Since Q is minimal in T, Q' g"Q. Also, I g Q since Q %G, and
hence Q'lg Q. Since Q' I ~ Q' n S, it follows that Q' n S g Q n S, and hence
Q' n S ¥ Q n S. If {Qa} is the set of minimal primes of T that are not in the set
G, we have shown that {Qa n S} is a set of distinct minimal primes of S. This
contradicts the fact that S is Noetherian, and hence T has only finitely many
minimal primes Pl , ••• , Pt.
Corollary 2.5(2) shows that TIPi is Noetherian for each i, and consequently,
TI(P l n ... n Pt ) = TIN is also Noetherian. D
Corollary 2.7. Assume that T is a J-algebra over the Noetherian ring R and let N
be the nilradical of T. Then T is Noetherian if and only if N is a finitely generated
R-module.
Proof. Proposition 2.6 shows that TIN is a Noetherian T-module. Thus, if N is a
Noetherian R-module, then TIN and N are Noetherian T-modules, and hence so
is T.
Conversely, if T is Noetherian, then (R, T) is a Noetherian pair, so N is a
finitely generated R-module by a result due to Itoh [16, p. 378]. D
Corollary 2.8. Assume that TIR is a J-extension, where R is Noetherian and Tis
non-Noetherian. If N is the nilradical of T, then T = R + N.
Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of T that is not finitely generated. Proposition 2.6
shows that PIN is finitely generated as a T-module, and hence N is not finitely
generated as an ideal of T. Consequently, N is not a finitely generated
(R + N)-module, R + N is not Noetherian, and hence T = R + N. D
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Remark 2.9. Assume that TIR is a J-extension. Lemma 4.3(2) shows that if the
nilradical N* of R is nilpotent, then TIN*T is a J-extension of RIN*. In
particular, if R is Noetherian and T is non-Noetherian, then TIN*T is a
non-Noetherian J-extension of the reduced Noetherian ring RIN*, a situation
covered by the next result, Proposition 2.10. We use this remark in the proof of
Corollary 2.11.
Proposition 2.10. Assume that T is a non-Noetherian J-extension of a reduced
Noetherian ring R. If N is the nilradical of T, then T = R + N, TIN = R, and N is a
Jonsson cuo·generated ideal of T. It follows that N 2 = (0), and N is a Jonsson
cuo-generated R-module. Given r E R, either rN = N or rN = (0); consequently,
AnnRN = P is a prime ideal of R. Moreover, N is either a torsion or a torsion-free
(R/P)-module. If N is a torsion-free (RIP)-module, then N is isomorphic to the
quotient field ofRIP, R/P is a I-dimensional local domain, and the integral closure
of RIP is a rank-one discrete valuation ring that is a finite R-module. If N is a
torsion (RI P)-module, then there exists a maximal ideal Q of R such that
Q = rad(AnnR(x» for each nonzero x E N.
Proof. By Corollary 2.8, T = R + N. Since R is reduced, N n R = (0) and TIN =
R. If L is an ideal of T properly contained in N, then R + L is properly contained
in R +N. Since T/R is a J-extension, R +L is a finitely generated R-algebra, and
since T/ R is integral by Theorem 2.4, it follows that R + L, and hence L, is
finitely generated as an R-module. We conclude that L is finitely generated as an
ideal of T. Therefore N is a Jonsson cuo-generated T-module. By [13, Corollary
1.2], N 2 = (0). Hence the structure of N as a T= (R + N)-module is the same as
its structure as a module over (R + N)IN= R. Therefore N is a Jonsson
cuo-generated R-module. The remaining assertions in Proposition 2.10 follow from
Proposition 1.1 and [13, Theorem 2.4], and a result proved by Armendariz in [1]
and by Weakley in [26, Propositions 1.3 and 1.4]. 0
Using Proposition 2.10, we show in Corollary 2.11 that the structure of a
non-Noetherian J-extension T of a Noetherian ring R is determined with respect
to a unique maximal ideal of R.
For a prime ideal P of R and an R-module T, we use the notation Tp to denote
the localization of T with respect to the multiplicative system R\P.
Corollary 2.11. If R is a Noetherian ring and T is a non-Noetherian J -extension of
R, then there exists a unique maximal ideal Q of R such that T Q is a J -extension of
R Q' If M is a maximal ideal of R distinct from Q, then R M = TM'
Proof. Consider first the case where R is reduced. If N is the nilradical of T, then
T = R + N, N is a Jonsson cuo-generated R-module, and P = AnnR(N) is a prime
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ideal of R. Suppose that N is a torsion-free (RIP)-module. Then by Proposition
2.10, there is a unique prime ideal Q of R that properly contains P. If M is a
maximal ideal of R distinct from Q, then NM= (0), so RM= (R + N)M = TM' On
the other hand, if N is a torsion (RIP)-module, let Q be the maximal ideal
rad(AnnR(x)), for x nonzero in N, given in Proposition 2.10. Again, if M is a
prime of R distinct from Q, then NM= (0), so RM= TM. By Proposition 1.3, TQ is
either a I -algebra or finitely generated over R Q' Suppose T Q is finitely generated
over RQ • Since RM = TM for each maximal ideal M of R distinct from Q, it then
follows that T is finitely generated over R, a contradiction. This completes the
proof in the case where R is reduced. Using Remark 2.9 and the permutability of
residue class formation and localization, the general case follows from the
reduced case. 0
Remark 2.12. It may always be the case for a Noetherian ring R and a I-extension
T of R that there exists a unique maximal ideal Q of R such that T Q is a
I-extension of R Q• Corollary 2,11 shows that this is true if Tis non-Noetherian. If
T is Noetherian, then the nilradical N of T is a finite R-module and TIN is a
I-extension of RI(N n R). Thus, in considering this question there is no loss of
generality in assuming that Rand T are reduced Noetherian rings,
Since a I-extension of a Noetherian ring is integral, the next result shows that if
TIR is a I-extension, where R is Noetherian, then there exists at least one
maximal ideal Q of R such that T Q is a I-extension of R Q •
Proposition 2.13. Assume that TIR is an integral I-extension. If M is a maximal
ideal of R, then either TMIRM is a I-extension, or else TM= RM, If TMIRM is not a
I-extension, then MT is maximal in T and TIMT= RIM. There exists at least one
maximal ideal Q of R such that TQIR Q is a I -extension.
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, either TIMT is a I-extension of RIM or RIM = T/ MT.
Since M is maximal, RIM = RMIMRM and TIMT= TMIMTM' If TIMT is a
I-extension of RIM, then TMis not a finite RM-module, so TMis a I-extension of
RM, in this case. If RIM = T/ MT, and if TMis not a I-extension of RM, then TMis
a finite RM-module and TM= RM+ MTM' Hence by Nakayama's Lemma [20,
(4.1), p. 12], RM =TM , The last statement in Proposition 2.13 is clear, for if
R M = TM for each maximal ideal M of R, then R = T. 0
Remark 2.14. (E1) shows that, in general, a I-extension TIR need not be integral,
and Example 2.22 shows that for P prime in R, it can happen that R p =;6 T p , but
TplR p is not a I-extension. If TIR is a I-extension that is not integral, then the
question of whether TMIR M is a I-extension for some maximal ideal M of R
remains open.
Proposition 2.13 extends to the case of a prime ideal P of R, provided that PT
contains a regular element of T and R is Noetherian.
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Proposition 2.15. Assume that T is a J -extension of a Noetherian ring R. If P is a
prime ideal of R such that PT contains a regular element of T, then either Tp :=: Rp,
or else Tp is a J -extension of R P'
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, T = R + PT and RIP = TIPT. Hence by permutability of
localization and residue class formation TplPTp = RplPRp and Tp=Rp+PTp.
If Tp is not a J-extension of R p , then Tp is a finite integral extension of Rp by
Theorem 2.4, and hence T p =: R p by Nakayama's Lemma. 0
Concerning the behavior of a J-extension T/R with respect to localization at
primes of R, we note the following:
Lemma 2.16. Assume that T is a J -extension of a ring R. If P < Q are prime ideals
of R such that T p is a J -extension of R p, then TQ is a J -extension of RQ'
Proof. If T Q is not a J-extension of R Q' then by Proposition 1.3, TQ is strongly
affine over R Q • But this implies that Tp=(TQ)P is strongly affine over Rp =
(RQ)p. 0
If TIR is a J-extension, where Rand T are Noetherian domains, we show that
there exists a unique prime P of R minimal with respect to the property that Tp is
a J-extension of Rp'
Theorem 2.17. Assume that T is an integral domain that is a J-extension of the
Noetherian domain R. Then the set Y = {P IP is prime in Rand Tp is a J-extension
of R p} is a closed subset of Spec R and has a unique minimal element.
Proof. We may assume that T is not a field. Proposition 2.13 shows that the set Y
is nonempty, and Lemma 2.16 shows that Y is stable under specialization.
Moreover, Proposition 1.7 shows that the quotient field of T is finite algebraic
over the quotient field of R. Hence (0) f!!. r:J'. Suppose that the set Y has two or
more minimal elements. By localizing at the complement of the union of two
minimal elements of Y, we may reduce to the case where R is semilocal with
maximal ideals M 1 and M2 such that TM is a J-extension of RM . for i = 1, 2, but for
any nonmaximal prime P of R, Tp is ~trongly affine over R;. If P is a nonzero
nonmaximal prime of R, then T p :=: R p by Proposition 2.15. Thus Rand T have
the same quotient field unless R is 1-dimensional, and even if R is 1-dimensional,
by replacing R by a finite integral extension of R contained in T, followed by a
localization at the complement of the union of two maximal ideals, we may
assume that Rand T have the same quotient field. Therefore Rp = Tp for each
nonmaximal prime P of R Let S::= TM n R M • Then S < T, since RM < TM• 1 2 2 2
implies that T is not contained in RM2 • If Y E M2\M1, then .S[lly] = TM1[1Iy] n
RM2 [1Iy], and RMJl/y]::= n R pa , where the Pa are pnm~s of R properly
contained in M 2 • Thus Rp = Tp for each a and T ~ S[lly]. Smce S[lly] ~ SM1'a a
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it follows that T C SM . This implies that TM = SM . Therefore SM is not finitely~ 1 I 1 1
generated over RMI' But S < T and T /RaJ-extension implies that S is finitely
generated over R, and hence that SM
1
is finitely generated over RMI' This
contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 2.17. 0
Corollary 2.18. Assume that T is an integral domain that is a J -extension of the
Noetherian domain R. If T is not contained in the quotient field of R, then Rand T
are either fields or one-dimensional local domains.
Proof. Proposition 2.15 implies that T p is a J-extension of R p for each nonzero
prime P of R. Hence, Theorem 2.17 implies that the set of nonzero primes of R
contains a unique minimal element. If this set is empty, then Rand T are fields;
otherwise, the principal ideal theorem in R implies that R is a one-dimensional
local domain, and Corollary 2.2 implies that T is also one-dimensional and
local. 0
Corollary 2.19. Assume that T is an integral domain that is a J -extension of the
Noetherian domain R. If there exists a prime ideal Q of R of height one such that
TQ is a J-extension of R Q' then T p = R p for each nonzero prime ideal P of R that
does not contain Q. In particular, if R is a one-dimensional Noetherian domain,
then there exists a unique prime ideal Q of R such that TQ is a J -extension of R Q'
Remark 2.20. If (R, M) is a local domain with dim R> 1, and if T is an integral
domain that is a J-extension of R, then by Corollary 2.18, T is an overring of R. It
may always be the case that T ~ R p for each nonmaximal prime P of R. We note
that this is the case if and only if T/R is an Artinian R-module.
Proof. T' = n{R pip is a nonmaximal prime of R} = U ~=l M- n is the M-
transform of R, and M- 1/ R is a finite-dimensional essential socle for T' /R.
Therefore T'/R is finitely embedded, and hence is an Artinian R-module [19].
Conversely, if T/R is Artinian, then for each t E T
(tR + R)/R s= R/(R :R t)
is a cyclic Artinian R-module, and hence is of finite length. Therefore R :R t is
either R, or is M-primary and hence contains a power of M. It follows that Tis
contained in T'. 0
Example 2.21. Ferrand and Raynaud in [6, Proposition 3.3] construct an example
of a 2-dimensionallocal domain (R, M) such that T' = U~=l M-Il is an infinite
integral extension of R. If the ring T is chosen so that R < T ~ T' and T is
minimal with respect to the property that T is not finitely generated over R, then
T is a J-extension of R. Since T' /R is an Artinian R-module, such rings T exist.
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The following example shows that over a field of characteristic 2, there exist
rank-one discrete valuation rings V ~ W such that W is a J-extension of V.
Example 2.22. Let k be a field of characteristic 2 and let y be an element of the
formal power series ring k[[x)] such that y is transcendental over the field k(x).
Let W= k[[x]] n k(x, y) and V= W n k(x, i). Then V ~Ware rank-one dis-
crete valuation rings on the fields k(x, /) ~ k(x, y) [20, (33.7)], and W is the
integral closure of V in the proper purely inseparable field extension k(x, y) I
k(x, l). Moreover, V and W have the same value group as k[[x]] and the same
residue field k. It is well known that W is not finitely generated over V. One way
of seeing this is to note that if W were finitely generated over V, then Nakayama's
Lemma [20, (4.1)] would imply that V=W.
We show that the rings between V and Ware linearly ordered with respect to
inclusion. It follows that W is the only ring between V and W that is not finitely
generated over V (and hence that W is a J-extension of V), for if V (;;; S < Wand
a E W\S, then S (;;; V[a], so S is finitely generated over V. The argument applies in
greater generality than just for the specific V and W given above; we show that if
V ~Ware rank-one discrete valuation rings with quotient fields K (;;; L such that
LIK is purely inseparable of degree 2, then the rings between V and Ware
linearly ordered. To prove this statement, it suffices to show for a, bE W\V that
either b E V[a] or a E V[b]. We have V[a] =V +Va is a free V-module with basis
1, a, and 1, a is also a vector space basis for L I K. Let w be a normed valuation on
the field L associated with the valuation ring W. Replacing a by 1 + a if necessary,
we may assume that w(a) = O. Since 1, a is a vector space basis for L!K,
b = ko+ kla, where ko, kl E K. If ko, kl E V, then bE V[a]. If one of ko, kl is
not in V, then
Remark 2.23. It would be interesting to know whether examples like the one
above can exist in characteristic p > 2. In characteristic zero, there can not exist
rank-one discrete valuation rings V ~ W such that W is a J-extension of V. In fact,
if R is a Noetherian integrally closed integral domain with quotient field K of
characteristic zero, where R ¥- K, then R does not admit a J-extension that is an
integral domain; for if T with quotient field L were a J-extension of R, then, by
Proposition 1.7, L!K is a finite algebraic field extension, and, by Theorem 2.3, T
is integral over R. But the integral closure of a normal Noetherian domain in a
finite separable algebraic field extension is a finite module [27, p. 265, Corollary
1], so a domain J-extension of R does not exist. We observe in Remark 4.7 that
there does exist a I-dimensional local domain (R, M) containing a field of
characteristic zero such that R admits a J-extension that is an averring of R; also,
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Corollary 4.2 shows that each Noetherian ring of positive dimension admits a
J-extension ring. A question in this area that remains open is whether there exists
a one-dimensional local domain (R, M) of characteristic °that admits a domain
J-extension that is not contained in the quotient field of R.1
Recall that a ring R is Laskerian if each ideal of R admits a finite primary
decomposition. Using Proposition 2.10, we show that a non-Noetherian J-
extension T of a Noetherian ring R is not Laskerian. Since a homomorphic image
of a Laskerian ring is again Laskerian, it suffices to prove this in the case where R
is reduced.
Remark 2.24. If R is a reduced Noetherian ring and T is a non-Noetherian
J-extension of R, then in the notation of Proposition 2.10, T = R + N, where
N n R = (0), so T, as an R-module, is the direct sum REB N. Hence AssR(T) =
AssR(R) U AssR(N). It follows from Proposition 2.10 that AssR(T) = AssR(R) U
{P} if N is a torsion-free (R/P)-module, and AssR(T) = AssR(R) U {Q} if N is a
torsion (R/ P)-module. If N is a torsion (R/ P)-module, we show that T is not
Laskerian by showing that (0) in T does not admit a primary decomposition. If
x E N, x¥- 0, then AnnAx) is primary for the maximal ideal Q + N of T. But a
(Q + N)-primary ideal of T contains an element of the form r + y, where r E Q\P
and yEN. Since N 2 =(0), (r+y)(r-y)=r2• By Proposition 2.10, r2N=N.
Hence N < r 2T, and therefore Nis contained in each (Q + N)-primary ideal of T.
We conclude that (0) in T does not admit a primary decomposition if N is a
torsion (R/ P)-module.
If N is a torsion-free (R/P)-module, then Proposition 2.10 shows that R/P is a
one-dimensional local domain, say with maximal ideal Q/P. If Y E Q\P and
x E N, x¥- 0, then T/Tyx = T/Ryx is a non-Noetherian J-extension of R with
annihilator P, and as an (R/P)-module, x + Ryx is a nonzero torsion element of
T/Ryx. Therefore we are reduced to the torsion case previously considered.
3. J-algebras over a field
Assume that K is a field. In this section we determine the structure of an
arbitrary J-algebra over K. Theorem 3.1 shows that if K admits a J-algebra, then
there exists an extension field L of K such that L/K is a J-algebra. Fields Land
K, with LIK a J-algebra, have been considered in [15], and in particular, [15,
Theorem 3.9] shows that if the field K is neither algebraically closed nor real
closed, then there exists an extension field L of K that is a J-algebra over K.
Theorem 3.1. If T is a J-algebra over the field K, then either T is a field algebraic
over K, or else T = K EB L (with K diagonally imbedded in T), where L is a field
that is a J-algebra over K.
I See Note added in proof, p. 159.
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Proof. Theorem 2.4 shows that T is integral over K, and hence T is zero-
dimensional. We show first that T is Noetherian. If not, then choose an ideal I of
T that is not finitely generated and let S = K + I. If S is finitely generated over K,
then S = K[il' ... , in] for some finite subset {i);=l of I, and it is easy to see that
this implies that {ij}~ generates I as an ideal of T, a contradiction. Therefore,
S = T = K + 1. Hence I is maximal in T, and each ideal of T properly contained in
I is finitely generated - that is, I is a Jonsson wo-generated module over the
zero-dimensional ring T. Existence of such a module contradicts [13, Remark
1.3], and hence, we conclude that T is Noetherian, as asserted.
Let {PJ 7= 1 be the set of maximal (= minimal) primes of T. If TIPi is affine
over K for each i, then TI K is also affine [12, Propositions 3.8, 3.9]. It follows,
therefore, that TIP is a J-algebra over K for some maximal ideal P of T. Let Q be
the P-primary component of (0). We use the fact that R = TI Q is a J-algebra over
K to show that Q = P. Since R is a zero-dimensional local ring with charR=
charK = charL, where L is the residue field of R, Cohen's structure theorem for
complete local rings [4, Theorem 9, p. 72; 20, (31.1)] shows that to within
isomorphism, R = L + (PIQ). Since L is not finitely generated over K, we
conclude that R = Land P = Q. Since P is a component in a primary decomposi-
tion of (0) in T, it follows that P is a direct summand of T, say T = PEEl U, where
U = TIP = L. If P = (0), then T is a field. Otherwise, let 1p and 1v denote the
identity elements of P and U, respectively, and note that K is imbedded in T as
K1 p EB K1 u' Then W = K1 pEEl U is a subring of T containing K, and W is not
finitely generated over K since U is not finitely generated over K. Hence
T = 'K1 p ED U = K $ L, where K is diagonally imbedded in T. This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.1. 0
We note that Theorem 3.1 implies that if TIK is a J-extension, then T has at
most two proper prime ideals, each of them maximal. This is the main result used
in proving Proposition 6.1, which was referred to in the paragraph preceding the
statement of Proposition 2.6.
On the basis of the next result, we obtain in Corollary 3.3 the converse of
Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that M is a maximal ideal of R and for r E R, denote by ,
the image ofr under the canonical map from R to RIM::: R. If L is afield that is a
J-extension of RIM, then T::: RED L is a J-extension of R* = {(r, ,) IrE R}.
Proof. Let e1 = (1, 0) and ez = (0,1). Since Tez=L is not finitely generated over
R* ez=RIM, it follows that TIR* is not finitely generated. We show that each
proper intermediate ring S is finitely generated over R*. Assume that R* < S.
Choose s = (u, u) in S\R*. Then s - (u, ii) = (0, u - ii) E S\R*, so we assume
without loss of generality that u::: O. Since L is algebraic over R, we have
'0 = '1V + ... + 'nUn for some n E 71.+ and rO"'" Tn E R with 'a'!" O. Con-
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seque~tly, (O,ro)=(rt,rt)s+"'+(rn,rn)sn is in S. Let aER be such that
aro= 1. Then e2 = (a, a)(O, '0) E S, and hence et =1- e2 E S as well. It follows
that S = Set + Se2 = REEl Se2 , where Re2 < Se2 < Le2 • Because LIR is a J-exten-
sian, Se2 = Ret[s1' ... ,Sk] for some s1' ... ,Sk E Se2 C; S. From this it follows
easily that S = R*[el' s1' ... , Sk]' Therefore TIR* is a J-extension, as
asserted. 0
Corollary 3.3. Assume that K is a field and that L is an extension field of K that is
a J-algebra over K. Then T =K EB L is a J -extension of K* =: {(k, k) IkE K}. 0
Using Theorem 3.2, we give an example illustrating the fact that in the
statement of Theorem 2.1, the condition that (I n R) T is regular need not be
satisfied. Thus, let L be a J-extension of 7l../271.., let T =: 71.. EEl L, and let R =
{en, n) In E 7l..}. Theorem 3.2 shows that TIR is a J-extension, where R =71.. is
Noetherian. If 1 = xT, where x =(2,1), then 1 is a regular ideal of T, but
(1 n R) T is annihilated by (0,1).
In the statement of Theorem 3.2, neither of the hypotheses (1) L is a field, or
(2) M is maximal in R, can be omitted. To show this, we give two examples, in
each of which we take M = (0).
Example 3.4. Assume that E and F are fields such that ElF is a J-extension. Then
L = FEB E is a J-extension of RIM, where R = {(f, f) If E F} and M is the
maximal ideal (0) of R. But REB L is not a J-extension of R*=
{(U, f), (f, f)) If E F} since {((f, f), (f, e)) \f E F, e E E} is a proper inter-'
mediate ring that is not finitely generated over R*. (Alternatively, REB L has
three maximal ideals, but Theorem 3.1 shows that a J-extension of a field has at
most two maximal ideals.)
Example 3.5. Let E and F be as in Example 3.4. Let L = E[[X]] = E + P, where
P = XL is the maximal ideal of L, and let R = F + P. Then L is a J-extension of
RIM, where M = (0), but we claim that REEl L is not a J-extension of R* =
{(r, r) IrE R}. To prove the claim, we show that the proper intermediate ring
S = {(a, b) Ia, b E Rand b - a E P} is not finitely generated over R*. If s =
(a, b) E S, then s = (a, a) + (0, b - a), and from this it follows that S is generated
over R* by Y = {CO, y) lyE P}. Thus, if S is finitely generated over R*, then
there exists a finite subset {CO, yJ}7=t of Y that generates S as an extension ring
of R*. Take yEP and express (0, y) as an element of R*[{(O, yJ}~]; we obtain
(0, y) = (r, r) + (0, f(y1' ... ,Yn))' where t(Xt , . .. ,Xn) E R[Xt , ... ,Xn] has
constant term 0. Consequently, y = f(Yt, ... , Yn)' and this implies that {yJ7=t
generates P as an ideal of R. Let ei be the coefficient of X in Yi- If e E E, then a
routine computation expressing eX E P as an R-linear combination of Y1' ... , Yn
shows that e E Fet + ... + Fen' a contradiction to the fact that ElF is not finitely
generated. Therefore SIR* is not finitely generated, and L is not a J-extension of
R*. as asserted.
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Results of Section 3 show that a field F admits a I-extension if and only if F is
neither real closed nor algebraically closed, in which case F admits an extension
field that is a J-algebra over F. In this section we consider the question of whether
a given ring R admits a J-extension. Note that Theorem 3.2 shows that R admits a
J-extension if R/M admits a J-extension for some maximal ideal M of R.
Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 provide a partial converse of this statement by
showing that if R is Noetherian, then R admits a J-extension if and only if
dim R > 0 or R is a zero-dimensional ring such that R/M admits a J-extension for
some maximal ideal M or R. The first result of this section follows easily from
(E3).
Proposition 4.1. If a homomorphic image of R admits a Jonsson wo-generated
module, then R admits a J-extension.
Proof. Assume that E is a Jonsson wo-generated module over cjJ(R), where cjJ is a
homomorphism on R. Considering E as an R-module via cjJ yields a Jonsson
wo-generated module ER over R, and as noted in (E3), R(+ )ER is then a
J-extension of R. 0
The problem of determining the class of rings that admit a Jonsson W o-
generated module was considered in [13]. In particular, [13, Theorem 2.7] shows
that a Noetherian ring of positive dimension admits a Jonsson wo-generated
module. This result and Proposition 4.1 then yield the following corollary:
Corollary 4.2. If R is a Noetherian ring of positive dimension, then R admits a
J-extension. 0
To obtain an appropriate analogue of Corollary 4.2 in the case of zero-
dimensional Noetherian rings, we use an auxiliary result.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that TIR is a J-extension.
(1) If I is a nilpotent ideal of R that is contracted from T, then TilT is a
J -extension of R /1.
(2) If the nilradical N of R is nilpotent, then TINT is a J -extension of R/N.
Proof. If (1) fails, then Corollary 1.4 shows that T = R + IT, so as an R-module,
TIR = I(TIR) = ... = I\TIR) = (0) for some k. Hence T = R, a contradiction.
This proves (1), and (2) follows from (1) since N is contracted from T. 0
Theorem 4.4. If R is a zero-dimensional Noetherian ring, then R admits a
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J-extension if and only if RIM admits a J-extension for some maximal ideal M of
R.
Proof. Sufficiency of the given condition follows from Theorem 3.2. For necessi-
ty, assume that T IRis a J-extension. If N is the nilradical of R, then Lemma 4.3
implies that TINT is a I-algebra over RIN. Let {MJ;'=l be the set of maximal
ideals of R. Then R IN = (R IN) e I ffi ... ill (R IN) ek' where ei is idempotent and
(R/N)e; =RIM; for each i. We have TINT = (TINT)e l EB·· . EB (TINT)e k , and
clearly (TINT)e j is a J-extension of (R/N)e j for some j. Hence, RIMj admits a
J-extension. 0
Assume that T is an extension ring of R. If TIR is not finitely generated and if
the set of intermediate rings satisfies d.c.c., then there exists an intermediate ring
S that is a J-extension of R. To obtain S we can take an intermediate ring that is
minimal with respect to failure in being finitely generated over R. Note that if R is
Noetherian, then SIR is integral by Theorem 2.4. In the case where R is
one-dimensional and local, we can use this observation to obtain additional
examples of J-extensions.
Proposition 4.5. If (R, M) is a local ring and if T is the M-transform of R, then
TI R is Artinian as an R-module.
Proof. Let W be the socle of TIR. Proposition 3.18 and [22, Theorem 4.30] show
that T/R is Artinian if and only if W is finitely generated and essential (see also
[19; 23]). Clearly W= M-1R, so W is finitely generated. Moreover, if x E T\M- 1
and if k> 1 is minimal so that xMk f: R, then choose y E M k - 1 such that xy ¢ R.
Then xy +R is a nonzero element of [(xR + R)IR] n W, and hence W is also
essential. 0
Corollary 4.6. Assume that (R, M) is a one-dimensional local domain with
quotient field K and integral closure R '. If R'IRis not finitely generated, then there
exists a J -extension of R within R '.
Proof. One-dimensionality of R implies that K is the M-transform of R. Hence
KIR satisfies d.c.c. on subrings and R admits a J-extension S within K. By
Theorem 2.4, Sf: R'. 0
Remark 4.7. There exists a one-dimensional local domain (R, M), where R
contains a field of characteristic zero, such that the integral closure R ' of R is not
a finite R-module. Such an example is constructed in the proof of [6, Proposition
3.1]. Hence there exists a one-dimensional local domain containing a field of
characteristic zero which admits a J-extension that is an integral domain.
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In considering J-extensions D ~ E of integral domains D and E, Corollary 1.6
and Theorem 2.3 show that essentially two cases arise. To wit, if D is Noetherian,
then EID is an integral extension, and in the contrary case, E is an overring of D.
We concentrate in this section on the latter case, and more specifically, we focus
on the condition that K, the quotient field of D, should be a J-extension of D. If
KID is a J-extension, then each affine overring of D is strongly affine over D, and
hence [14, Theorem 5.17] implies that the integral closure D' of D is a Prufer
domain. Toward a converse, we show in Theorem 5.3 and Remark 5.4 how to
obtain all examples KID, with D a Prufer domain and K a J-extension of D. The
first result of the section provides one method for constructing examples of
domains D whose quotient field is a J-algebra over D.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that T is an extension ring of R and that S is an
intermediate ring satisfying the following conditions:
(1) S is strongly affine over R;
(2) TIS is a J-extension;
(3) Each T-overring of R compares with S under inclusion.
Then T is a J -algebra over R.
Proof. Obvious. 0
Suppose V is a valuation domain with quotient field K and residue field
F = VIM. [14, Result 5.3] shows that KJV is a J-extension if and only if VIP
satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals for each prime P ¥o (0) of V, while V itself does not
satisfy d.c.c. on primes. Thus, if the set of proper primes of V forms a simple
infinite decreasing sequence M = Mo> M] > M 2 > ... > (0) or, for example, if
the set of nonzero nonmaximal primes, under ~, is order-isomorphic to Z under
:5, then KIV is a J-extension. Assume that KJV is a J-extension. Let c/J be the
natural homomorphism from V onto F and let E be a subring of F such that FIE
is strongly affine; according to results of Papick [21], this condition implies that E
is semi-quasi-Iocal, but E need not be quasi-local or integrally closed. Let
D = c/J -\E). Taking R = D, S = V, and T= K, conditions (1)-(3) of Proposition
5.1 are satisfied (see [2] or [9, Appendix 2]), so KID is a J-extension; reflecting
properties of E, in this construction D is semi-quasi-Iocal, but D need not be
quasi-local or integrally closed. We proceed to show in Theorem 5.2(4) that, in
any case, D is semi-quasi-Iocal if K is a J-algebra over D.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that D is an integral domain with quotient field K such that
KID is a J -extension.
(1) Each overring E ¥- K ofD has pseudo-radical (0).
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(2) If {PJ;:l is a finite set of pairwise incomparable nonzero proper prime
ideals of D, then
(a) there exists xED such that {PJ~ is the set of primes of D maximal with
respect to failure to contain x, and
(b) there exists a nonzero prime P of D such that P < n ';'P;.
(3) D does not satisfy d.c.c. on prime ideals.
(4) D is semi-quasi-local.
Proof. (1) It suffices to show that D has pseudo-radical (0), for K is a J-extension
of E for each proper intermediate ring E. Recall that the pseudo-radical I of D is
the intersection of the set of nonzero prime ideals of D, and I¥- (0) if and only if
K is finitely generated as an extension ring of D [8, Lemma 3; 17, §1-3].
Therefore I = (0).
(2) To prove (2), let N = D\(U~Pi)' Since D N is finitely generated over D,
there exists x E N such that D N = D[1 Ix]. If Q is a prime ideal of D such that
x¢' Q, then QDN is a proper ideal of D N' and hence is contained in some
maximal ideal PPN of DN" Consequently, Q ~ Pi and {Pi}~ is the set of ideals of
D maximal with respect to failure to contain x. To prove (b), it suffices to
consider the case where m = 2. Thus, choose y E D so that PI is the unique ideal
of D maximal with respect to failure to contain y. Since Pdt PI' it follows that
y E P2 , but since D p2 has pseudo-radical (0), there exists a prime P < P2 such that
y ¢'P. Then P < PI n P2 , and this completes the proof of (2).
(3) Follows immediately from (2).
(4) We prove this also on the basis of (2). Thus, let {M.J AEA be the set of
maximal ideals of D. For AE A, let xA E D be such that M A is the unique prime of
D maximal with respect to failure to contain x A • Note that x A E M" for each
a ;/= A. The ideal A = ({xA}) is contained in no maximal ideal of D, and hence
(x A ,· " ,xA ) = D for some AI"'" An E A. It follows that {MA}~ is the set of1 n I
maximal ideals of D, for otherwise there exists AE A\{A;}7, and MA would
contain each x A., an impossibility. DI
If KID is a J-extension, then KID' is also a J-extension, where D' is the
integral closure of D. We have previously observed that D' is a Priifer domain,
and Theorem 5.2 shows that D' is semi-quasi-local. Hence D' is a Bezout
domain. For such a domain we can prove that some of the necessary conditions
given in Theorem 5.2 are also sufficient to imply that KID' is a J-extension.
Theorem 5.3. Assume that (D; M 1 , ••• ,Mn ) is a semi-quasi-local Bezout domain
with quotient field K. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) KID is a J-extension;
(2) There exists a nonzero prime ideal of D contained in the Jacobson radical of
D, and (0) is the only prime ideal of D that is the intersection of prime ideals that
properly contain it;
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(3) There exists a nonzero prime ideal contained in the Jacobson radical of D,
and K/DM. is a J -extension for 1:5 is n.
I
Proof. Assume that (1) holds. We deduce that (2) is also satisfied. Thus,
Theorem 5.2(2) shows that n~M; contains a nonzero prime ideal and that no
nonzero prime of D is an intersection of primes that properly contain it, while
Theorem 5.2(1) shows that (0) is an intersection of nonzero prime ideals.
(2) =? (3). Condition (2) obviously implies that D has pseudo-radical (0). To
show that K/DM is a J-extension, we need to show that D M . has pseudo-radical
(0) and that D;,,)QDM satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals for each prime Q of D with
o< Q (;;;; M;. Let P be ~ nonzero prime of D contained in n~Mj • Since the set of
primes of D contained in Mj is linearly ordered under inclusion for each j, each
prime ideal of D compares with P under inclusion. Since (0) is an intersection of
nonzero primes of D, it then follows that (0) is an intersection of a family of
nonzero prime ideals that are contained in P. Consequently, D M . has pseudo-
radical (0). Since, by hypothesis, Q is not an intersection of pri~es of D that
properly contain it, it follows that QDM shares this same property, and this
establishes (3). .
We show finally that (3) implies (1). Since K is not finitely generated over DM '
1
it follows that K/ D is not finitely generated. Hence, we need to show that each
overring E #- K of D is finitely generated over D. Since D is a semi-quasi-Iocal
Bezout domain, E = n;=1 D p . is a finite intersection of localizations of D, where
{PJ;=l is a set of pairwise in~omparable primes of D [10, Theorem 26.1]. Let P
be a nonzero prime of D contained in n~M;. As noted in the preceding
paragraph, each prime of D compares with P under inclusion. Our proof will be
divided into the cases where (i) P; > P for each i, or (ii) Pi ~ P for some i, but in
either case, we need to observe that D/Q satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals for each
nonzero prime Q of D; this assertion follows easily from the fact that DM./QDM.
satisfies d.c.c. on primes for each maximal ideal Mi containing Q. I I
Now if (i) occurs, then d.c.c. for primes in each D/Pi implies that the set
{Q)f~1 of primes of D that are minimal with respect to the property of properly
containing some Pi is finite. Let the labelling be such that U = {Mp ... M,J is
the set of maximal ideals of D that contain no Pi' Because of d.c.c. for primes of
D /P, we can choose, for 1 :5 j :5 w, a prime ideal Hj minimal with respect to being
contained in M j , but not contained in any Pi' Choose xE [(n~Q j) n
(n ~Hj ) ]\(U ~Pi)' We show that {PJ ~ is the set of primes of D maximal with
respect to failure to contain x. Thus, if Q is prime in D, Q > Pi' then Q contains
some Qj' and hence x E Q. Therefore each Pi is maximal with respect to failure
to contain x. Let H be any prime of D maximal with respect to failure to contain
x, and let M be a maximal ideal of D containing H. If M contains some Pi' then Pi
and H compare under inclusion, and hence H = Pi' In the opposite case,
M E {M l' ••• , M w }, say M = MI' The ideals H and HI compare under inclusion
and since x E HI\H, we conclude that HI > H, and by choice of H, it follows that
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H ~ Pi for some i, so H = Pi' This proves the assertion that {Pi}~ is the set of
prime ideals of D maximal with respect to failure to contain x, and hence
D[l/x] = n~Dp. = E in case (i).
,
In case (ii), where Pi ~ P for some i, the ideal Pi compares with each ideal of D
under inclusion, and hence r = 1. As in case (i), the set {Q) 7' of primes of D
minimal with respect to properly containing PI is finite, and if xE(n~'Qj)\Pl'
then E = D p1 = D[l/x].
In each case we have shown that E/ D is finitely generated, and this completes
the proof of Theorem 5.3. 0
Remark 5.4. Assume that (D; M p ... , Mn ) is a semi-quasi-local Bezout domain
with quotient field K. If K/D is a J-extension, then it follows from Theorems 5.2
and 5.3 that D can be obtained via the construction described in the paragraph
following Proposition 5.1. To see this, let P be a nonzero prime of D contained in
n;I=1 Mi' We observe that PDp = P; to do so, it suffices to show that P ~ dD if
dE D\P. Since dD = n~dDMi' we need only to see that PDM; ~ dDMI for each i,
and this relation holds since DM. is a valuation domain and d §it PDM.' Therefore
Dp is a valuation domain, K/Dp'is a J-extension, and Dp/P is strongly affine over
D/P. Moreover, D = 1J -I(D/P), where 1J is the natural map from Dp onto Dp/P.
Theorem 5.3 effectively resolves the problem of determining equivalent condi-
tions for K/ D to be a J-extension in the case where D is integrally closed. If D is
not integrally closed, then the integral closure D' of D is strongly affine over D
and K/ D' is a J-extension. What is the status of the converse of this statement?
While we have been unable to answer this question, the paragraph following the
presentation of Example 5.6 consists of some remarks concerning the converse.
If, besides the assumptions that D' /D is strongly affine and K/D' is a J-extension,
we add the condition that each averring of D compares with D' under inclusion,
then Proposition 5.1 shows that K is a J-algebra over D. Example 5.6 shows,
however, that this condition is not necessary in order that K /D should be a
J-extension. Our presentation of Example 5.6 uses one preliminary result.
Lemma 5.5. Assume that Lis a finitely generated extension field of the field K such
that tr. deg. (L /K) = 1. If D is an L-overring of K, then D is Noetherian and the
integral closure of D is a finitely generated D-module.
Proof. That D is Noetherian follows from the Krull-Akizuki theorem [20, p. 115].
Let D' and F, respectively, denote the integral closure and the quotient field of
D. Then P/K is finitely generated and, without loss of generality, we assume that
F has transcendence degree lover K. Choose dl , ••• , dk E D so that F is the
quotient field of R = K[d j , ••• , d k ]. Since R is an affine domain over K, the
integral closure R' of R is finitely generated over R [27, p. 267] and R' is a
Dedekind domain since F/K has transcendence degree 1. If R' = R[b j , • •• , bt],
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then D[R'] is integral over D, and D[R'] is integrally closed since it is an overring
of the Dedekind domain R '. Consequently, D' = D[R'] = D[b1 , • •• , bl ] is finite-
ly generated over D, as asserted. 0
Example 5.6. Suppose that we have an example of a domain R with integral
closure R' and quotient field L satisfying the conditions that LlR is strongly
affine, but not every averring of R compares with R ' under inclusion. Then using
the well-known (D + M)-construction and its properties (see [2] or [9, Appendix
2]), we can easily obtain an example of the desired kind. To wit, let V = L + N be
a valuation domain with maximal ideal N such that the quotient field K of V is a
J-algebra over V. If D = R + N, then since each overring of D compares with V
under inclusion, Proposition 5.1 shows that K is a J-algebra over D. Moreover,
D' = R' + N and not every overring of D compares with D' under inclusion.
Hence, we proceed to construct a domain R with the desired properties.
Let F be a field, let t be an indeterminate over F, and let VI and V2 ,
respectively, be the valuation rings F[t](t) = F + M I and F[t](t-I) = F + M2 ,
where Mi is the maximal ideal of V;. Let M = MI n M2 and let R::=: F + M 3• We
show first that F(t) /R is strongly affine. If t denotes integral closure, then clearly
R' = (F + M)' = VI n V2 [10, Exercise 12, p. 305; 18]. Lemma 5.5 shows that R is
Noetherian and R' is a finitely generated R-module. Hence, R' /R is strongly
affine. Since R is one-dimensional and local, F(t) is a simple extension of R. Let
S ~ F(t) be an averring of R. If S ~ R', then S/R is affine; otherwise, R' < S' <
F(t), so either S' = VI or S' = V2 , say S' =VI' Choose s E S\V2 • Then R(s]' = VI'
and Lemma 5.5 shows that VI is affine over R[s]. Since R[s] ~ S ~ VI and since
R[s] is Noetherian, it follows that S is also affine over R[s], and hence also R.
Consequently, F(t) IR is strongly affine.
Finally, we note that if z = t2/(t-1), then R[z]g'R' and R ' g'R[z], the latter
relation following since R[z] ~ F + M; and R' g'F + M;. Hence, an averring of
R need not compare with R' under inclusion, and this completes the presentation
of Example 5.6.
We return to the question, mentioned in the paragraph following Remark 5.4,
of whether K /D is a J-extension if D '/D is strongly affine and K /D' is a
J-extension. As stated above, we do not know the answer to this question, but we
are able to reduce the question to one concerning transitivity of the property of
being strongly affine. (In general, strong affineness is not transitive; see [14,
Section 6].) To wit, let C be the conductor of Din D'. Using Theorem 5.2 and the
fact that D' is a semi-quasi-Iocal Bezout domain, it follows that there exists a
nonzero prime ideal P of D' such that P < C and P is contained in the Jacobson
radical of D'. Each overring of D compares with Dp = (D')P under inclusion, so
KID is a J-extension if and only if DpiD is strongly affine; this is where
transitivity of the strongly affine property enters the picture, for Dp/D' and D' /D
are strongly affine.
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6. General structure theory of J-extensions
Assume that T IRis a J-extension. Preceding sections have developed structure
properties of TIR in the case where additional conditions, such as the Noetherian
property, are imposed on R and/or T. Many of these special-case properties are
used in this section, where we treat the case of general Rand T. The main result
of the section is Corollary 6.8, which shows that T is integral over R if TIR is a
J-extension and R satisfies d.c.c. for prime ideals. Our first result, Proposition 6.1,
has already been used in the proof of Proposition 2.6. To state Proposition 6.1,
recall that if T is an extension ring of R and if P is a prime ideal of R that is
contracted from T, then the fiber over P in T is the ring (TIPT)u, where
U= R\P.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that TIR is a J-extension and P is a prime ideal of R that
is contracted from T. Then the fiber S over P in T is a zero-dimensional Noetherian
ring. In particular, there are only finitely many primes of T lying over Pin R, and
there are no inclusion relations among these primes.
Proof. Let F = (RI P)o = RplPR p, a field. Proposition 1.3 shows that either (i) or
(ii) is satisfied.
(i) S is a J-algebra over F.
(ii) S is a strongly affine over F.
If (i) holds, then Theorem 3.1 shows that S is zero-dimensional and Noetherian.
Assume that (ii) is satisfied. If dim(RIP) > 0, then [14, Theorem 4.9] yields the
desired statement concerning S. On the other hand, if P is maximal in R, then
S = TI PT, and since SI F is not a J-extension, Corollary 1.4 shows that S =F is a
field. 0
Corollary 6.2. If T is a J -algebra over R, then dim T :5 dim R. D
Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K and integral closure D '. In
Section 5 we have observed that D ' is a Priifer domain if KID is a J-extension.
An alternate proof of this result can be obtained from Proposition 6.1, for this
proposition shows that if J is an overring of D ', then there do not exist prime
ideals PI < Pz of J with the same contraction to D ', and this condition implies that
D ' is a Priifer domain [10, (26.2)].
Proposition 6.3 is the first of three preliminary results used in proving Corollary
6.8 cited in the introduction to this section.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that TI R is a J-extension. Let M be a maximal ideal of T
and let P = M n R. Then either TIM is integral over RIP, or else TIM is the
quotient field of RIP and RIP does not satisfy d.c. c. on prime ideals.
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Proof. Let K = TIM and assume that K is not integral over D = R/P. Then
K ~ D, so KID is a J-extension and D is not Noetherian. Let F be the quotient
field of D. If F ~ K, then K/F is infinite-dimensional and the integral closure of D
in K is a proper subring of K that is not finitely generated over D, a contradiction.
Therefore F = K and Theorem 5.2(3) shows that D does not satisfy d.c.c. on
prime ideals. 0
Corollary 6.4. If TIR is a J-extension and if R satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals, then
M n R is maximal in R for each maximal ideal M of T. q
Related to Section 5, we note that if a field L is a J-algebra over its subring D
and if D is not a field, then Proposition 6.3 shows that L is, in fact, the quotient
field of D.
Lemma 6.5. Let (R, M) be a quasi-local subring of the integral domain T, and
assume that T/R is a J-extension. If each maximal ideal of T lies over M in R (in
particular, if R satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals), then R is not integrally closed in T.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that R is integrally closed in T. Theorem 3.1
implies that T has at most two maximal ideals. Let N1 and Nz be the (not
necessarily distinct) maximal ideals of T. Choose 0 E T\R and let I be the kernel
of the natural homomorphism f(X)~ f(O) of R[X] onto R[O]. If I g'M[X], then
it follows that R[O]IMR[O] is zero-dimensional, and hence the primes of R[O] that
lie over M are isolated. This stands in contradiction to the form of Zariski's Main
Theorem proved in [5]. Therefore 1 c;;;" M[X], and this implies that R[O]/MR[O] =
(RIM)[8], where 8 is transcendental over RIM. Let S = R[O]\[(N1 n R[O]) U
(Nz n R[8])]. Since N 1 and Nz are the only maximal ideals of T, the elements of S
are units of T, and hence R[e]s c;;;" T; this inclusion is proper since R[O]slMR[ e]s
is one-dimensional and semilocal, while TI MT is zero-dimensional. We conclude
that R[O]s is finitely generated over R, and hence R[O]slMR[8]s is finitely
generated Over RIM. Therefore R[8]s/MR[0]s is a semilocal Hilbert ring of
positive dimension, an impossibility. This shows that R is not integrally closed in
T, as asserted in the statement of Lemma 6.5. 0
Lemma 6.6. Assume that R is a subring of the integral domain T, that TIR is a
J -extension, R is integrally closed in T, and R satisfies d. c. c. on prime ideals. If Met
is a maximal ideal of T and if Net = Met n R, then TM = R N .
" "
Proof. Let S == R\Net . Proposition 1.3(3) shows that eith.er Ts is a J-algebra over
RN , Or else Ts/R N is strongly affine. Lemma 6.5 shows that Ts is not aJ-e~tension of RNa' ~nd since, by Proposition 6.1, the primes of Ts lying over
N",R Na are isolated, Zariski's Main Theorem shows that Ts is not a proper affine
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extension of R N~' Therefore Ts = RNa' Ts is quasi-local, and this implies that
Ts = TM~' 0
Theorem 6.7. Assume that R is a subring of the integral domain T. If T/R is a
l-extension and if R satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals, then T is integral over R.
Proof. Assume that T is not integral over R. By passing from R to the integral
closure of R in T, we may assume that R is integrally closed in T. We note that
Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 1.6 imply that T is an averring of R. Let {N,,} be the
set of maximal ideals of T, and let M" = NO!. n R for each a. Lemma 6.6 shows
that TN =R M for each a, and hence T = n TN = n R M . We show that if P is
prime i~ R, th~n PT = T if and only if P g Mot f~r each a. It is clear that PT # T
if P ~ M" for some a, and conversely, if PT #- T, then PT k Not for some a so that
P ~ PT n R k NO!. n R = M". Since we are assuming that R #- T, the set Y =
{P IP is prime in Rand PT = T} is nonempty. Let P be a minimal element of Y
and let R' = R p n T. We have PR' # R', so R' < T. We show that T is finitely
generated as a ring extension of R'; this will contradict the fact that T IRis a
l-extension. Since PT = T, there exist a!, ... , all E P\(O) and t p ... , tn E T such
that 1 = I; a;li' Let 1= (a p ... ,all)R' and let T' be the [-transform of R'. If
x E T', then xr ~ R' for some n, so xI"T = xT ~ T and x E T. This shows that
T' ~ T. We prove that T~ T' as well. Since T' = n7=lR'[1/ai] andR' = R p n.T,
it follows that R'[l/ail = R p [l/a;] n T[l/a i]. Hence it suffices to show that
T ~ R p [l/a il for each i. Now R p [l/aJ = n R Qp ' where each Qp is a prime of R
properly contained in P. Given [3, minimality of P in Y implies that Qf3 T #- T;
hence Q f3 ~ M" for some a and R Q(3:2 RM~ ~ T. We conclude that T ~ n R Qp =
R'[l /aJ so that T ~ T' as well and equality holds - that is, T is the transform of
1. To complete the proof, we show that T = R'[tp ... , til]; we need only show
that TkR'[t1, ... , tnl. Thus, if tE T, then there exists m EZ+ such that
ta~ E R' for each i. Consider the relation 1 = L:~ a;li = (I; aitir(m-l)+l. The
right-hand side is a sum of terms (a1t1)h ... (a,,lll)\ where j! + . " + jn =
n(m - 1) +1. At least one of the integers h must be greater than m -1, so
ta{k = (ta~')a'k-m E R', and hence t[rr~(aktk)h]E R'[tp ... , tnl. It follows that
t= t[(L:~ aitJ"(m-l)+l] ER'[tp •.. , til], so T= R'[t!' ... , til], as asserted. 0
Corollary 6.8. If R satisfies d.c.c. on prime ideals and if T is a l-extension of R,
then T is integral over R.
Proof. It suffices to show that T/ P is integral over R/(P n R) for each prime ideal
P of T. For a given P, Corollary 1.4 shows that either T/P = R/(P n R) or else
T/P is a J-algebra over R/(P n R). In view of Theorem 6.7, it follows that, in
either case, T/P is integral over R/(P n R). 0
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Note added in proof. In a paper to appear in J. Algebra, entitled "J6hnsson
extensions of one-dimensional semilocal domains", David Lantz and William
Heinzer show that a one-dimensional local domain R that admits a domain
J-extension that is not contained in the quotient field of R must be of characteris-
tic 2.
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